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 TRANSGENDER WITHOUT ORGANS? MOBILIZING A

 GEO-AFFECTIVE THEORY OF GENDER MODIFICATION

 LUCAS CASSIDY CRAWFORD

 ?977, Halifax, Nova Scotia. My parents will work in their hometown, Halifax,

 until they save enough money to move to the country: not the neopastoral country of

 idyllic retirement, leisure, or quaintness, but rather a place of quietude, crops, and the

 moral high ground that (at least reportedly) makes the country such a good place to

 raise kids. But just now, my mother works in the emergency room of the Halifax

 Infirmary, has recently married my father, and remembers having had a crush on

 Billy Conway in high school. Billy comes by Outpatients almost biweekly, and

 receives a day of psychiatric treatment when he asks the sympathetic but distant doc

 tor for a sex change. One day, Billy arrives with his severed penis wrapped in a

 Kleenex, is made to dwell slightly longer in the psych ward before once again being

 released; he then promptly hangs himself in his boarding room in the city's North

 End. Soon after, when Billy's former doctor plans to marry an ex-nun (dyke?) he

 knows, a man who claims to be the doctor's lover arrives in the emergency room after

 his own suicide attempt. The doctor comes out as gay, but dies a year later of a then

 unfathomable virus. The infirmary closed in 1998 and was demolished in 2005, after

 Ron Russell, the minister of transportation and public works, condemned the building

 as "unsafe and unusable. "

 When the ruggedly boyish character Moira debuted in season three of
 Showtime's (in)famous program The L Word, many of us working-class,

 rural, or butch dykes finally undid the collective knot in our boxers.

 Moira's impromptu move from Skokie to Los Angeles coincided with hir

 transsexual awakening, however, and s/he transitions to become "Max"

 in subsequent episodes. Relocating from Illinois to California puts Moira

 not only literally but also figuratively in different states: of mind, of iden

 tity, and of desire. The queer pilgrimage to the city is a far from innova

 tive motif, and even in theories that are attuned to the role of place in

 queer life, the role of the rural is presumed to be inconsequential. For
 instance, Jay Prosser (1998) claims that narratives of pre- and post-opera

 [WSQiWomen's Studies Quarterly 36: 3 & 4 (Fall/Winter 2008)]
 ? 2008 by Lucas Cassidy Crawford. All rights reserved.
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 128 TRANSGENDER WITHOUT ORGANS?

 tive transsexuality belie their authors' nostalgia for bodily homes that

 never existed, a style of feeling that not only shores up the power we
 attribute to hominess but also traces on our bodies a one-way journey

 home. As this model configures gender modification as a safe return rath

 er than a risky exploit or experiment in embodied selfhood, Prosser finds

 relief in the "transgender ambivalence" (177) he finds in the narratives of

 non-operative gender-variant writers. Their ambivalence towards place,

 he argues, reflects and generates their nonteleological orientation to prac

 tices of gender modification. For both varieties of trans life, styles of affect

 are constitutive technologies of embodiment; how one is moved emo
 tionally informs and illustrates the mobility of one's gender and one's
 home.

 Even in the transgender texts Prosser analyzes, however, the reader

 encounters linear and one-way trips from the country to the city?
 supplemented, at best, with a short trip or two back to the protagonist's

 hometown. As an (albeit far more interesting) forerunner to The L Word's

 Max, Leslie Feinberg's character Jess in Stone Butch Blues moves from "the

 desert" (15) to Buffalo and eventually to New York City, while the

 protagonist of her other novel, Drag King Dreams, lives out her days in this

 same urban center. The many representations of Brandon Teena's life

 (especially in Boys Don't Cry) work in tandem with such representations

 of urban queer freedom, attributing Brandon's murder to regressive,

 purportedly rural, attitudes that are seldom imagined as characteristics of
 urban communities.

 Philosophical and political accounts of queerness all too often cor
 roborate these valorizations of the urban; Kath Weston describes and

 decries the "Great Gay Migration" to the city (1995, 253), while Douglas

 Victor Janoff suggests in Pink Blood: Homophobic Violence in Canada that

 "smaller communities.. .would benefit from [the] strategy of reaching out

 to isolated citizens and connecting them with support and services in
 larger centres" (2005, 243). The link between the city and the queer
 seems ineluctable in both instances; in the former, smart queers will even

 tually come to the city, while in the latter, the city eventually comes to all

 queers. As a small-town trans person whose life is becoming urban and
 mobile (in various senses), this link certainly feels experientially true for

 me, as my cities get bigger and my old dot on the map looks smaller.

 Given the filmic and literary examples cited above, an attraction to

 the urban undoubtedly rings true for many other transgender or trans
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 CRAWFORD 129

 sexual people who crave the emotional and medical resources seemingly

 unavailable in rural spaces. In this ubiquitous city of queer imaginings,

 such people might join a movement like Queer Nation; change their
 gender "citizenship," as Susan Stryker recently described transition at a

 lecture at the University of Alberta; and read Janice G. Raymond's
 renowned polemic The Transsexual Empire or Sandy Stone's famous reply,

 "The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto." Curiously, the

 experience of gender modification seemingly demands metaphors of sov

 ereign territoriality as well as literal movement from place to place by

 those who practice it. This coincidence of various kinds of mobility with

 various kinds of space motivates some preliminary questions: How do

 geographical or nationist metaphors of transgender community?empire,

 citizenship, nation, home?both reflect and reify the apparent need for a

 transgender person's geographical (urban) relocation? Might something
 more nuanced than access to medical resources, anonymity, and commu

 nities based on identity politics or rooted in urban subcultural practices lie

 behind the geographical relocation of transgender people? If we can
 imagine that trans people may remain (or wish to remain) in the country

 by choice and not by accident or unfortunate circumstances, we could

 see instead that holding our ground says something about our styles of

 affect: that each bodily transition (from gender to gender or place to
 place) may be a matter of spatial ethics as much as sexual ones, of orienta

 tion to place as much as to the body, of being moved in certain ways as
 much as moving.

 This essay is animated, then, by the question of how our styles of
 affect and movement may become "trans" in ways that cast doubt upon

 our current valorization of cities in representations of queer space. How

 might we trouble our certainty that small towns need to be escaped, that

 less populous cities can never quite do the trick or ever offer us enough

 tricks, that migrating to big cities is an uproblematically happy experience

 untainted by culture shock, or that one's desire to be there is unsullied by

 contributory conditions such as class or economic need? My motivation

 for raising such questions is neither to archive nor to justify existent
 modes of living gender rurally, but rather to point toward new creative

 potentials. Drawing on Deleuze and Guattari, my aim is to unsettle?
 their word, significantly, is "deterritorialize" (1987, 156)?the model of
 the transgender or transsexual subject, if only because this increasingly

 coherent model of the subject entails practices that demand medical, sub
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 130 TRANSGENDER WITHOUT ORGANS?

 cultural, and financial resources often unavailable to (or undesired by)

 some rural gender-fuckers?and probably many urban ones as well.] Pry

 ing open the terms "transgender" and "transsexual" in a way that might

 allow more people to belong to them or to desire them is an important

 project; however, the vignettes and theoretical interventions that consti

 tute this essay also revel in the deterritorializing potential of not being

 recognized, not being counted, of being ignored by urban trans theories

 and cultures, and of finding or crafting ceaseless mobility in seemingly
 static and conservative locales in ways that may never move trans-urban
 ites.

 HOW TRANS MOVES US

 1996, Kingston, Nova Scotia (population twenty-five hundred). Women in this vil

 lage wear ties daily?they work at the military base. After I am issued my air cadet

 uniform, I even wear my tie to school sometimes. I excel at being an air cadet, per

 haps because the first year of training could be called "How to Be a (Versatile) Butch

 Bottom" and summarized thus: L No long hair. 2. No insubordination within our

 playful little roles. 3. No makeup. 4. No fancy jewelry. 5. No problem! Air cadet

 camp is the sleepaway summer program for twelve-year-old proto-butch kids itching

 for queer kitsch, for boot-campy kids who wax nostalgic for the drag days of summer

 drill team when August oranges into rural-school September, and for everyone else

 who wants to black boots and train their bodies for years to earn the privilege of being

 called Sir or (like me) Ma'am. In ostensibly impersonal militaristic interactions, more

 than a few queer kids (who always seem to take the top ranks) thrive on feeling very

 much in the right body and never quite at home with it in the barracks, parade square,

 or semiformal dances. We, like the other cadets, cry, but with more grit than melan

 choly, perhaps because we want a witness to our imperceptible gender-fucking. Per

 haps we simply miss our small hometowns. But is "homesickness "just a pessimist's

 way of describing restlessness, a fever for frequent redeployment? Perhaps we cry

 because we know the secret of it all. But more often than not, queer cadets can't stop

 laughing.

 In what are probably the three most recognizable transgender narratives

 in contemporary culture?Boys Don't Cry, The Crying Game, and Stone
 Butch Blues?even the titles signal the affect of sadness: characters move

 from place to place and gender to gender as readers and viewers are
 moved to tears by these transitions. The concurrence of these different

 kinds of "being moved" is not simply coincidental; Prosser notes that the
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 CRAWFORD 131

 "metaphoric territorializing of gender and literal territorializations of

 physical space have often gone hand in hand" in transgender narrative

 (1998, 171), an unsurprising collapse, perhaps, given that the singular site

 of the body is the affective space where both cycles of reification are pro

 duced and played out.
 If my affective account of the relationship between transgender sub

 jectivity and spatiality seems counterintuitive, two theorists of queer affect

 may help clarify the precedents as well as the stakes of such a project. Ann

 Cvetkovich's An Archive of Feelings: Trauma, Sexuality, and Lesbian Public

 Cultures recoups a number of ostensibly negative feelings. Cvetkovich

 argues: "Affect, including the affects associated with trauma, serves as the

 foundation for the formation of public cultures.... Rather than a model

 in which privatized responses displace collective or political ones, my
 book proposes a collapsing of these distinctions so that affective life can

 be seen to pervade public life" (2003, 10). Cvetkovich's text deftly illus

 trates the productive and creative work that can be generated by treating

 feelings as publicly significant acts. In her earlier text, Mixed Feelings: Fem

 inism, Mass Culture, and Victorian Sensationalism (1992), she reminds readers

 that while the personal may be political, the political is not necessarily

 subversive. Thus, the affective experience of transgender may always be

 political, but the narratives we craft from these affects, and the actions we

 take in response to them, are not always or obviously resistant. The dan

 ger in this conflation of affect and action, Cvetkovich warns, is that any

 phenomenon that generates a specifically physical response is all too often

 used to affirm the supposed naturalness of that feeling?a tautological

 maneuver that shores up, among other things, the notion of an inborn
 gender identity that we "feel" to be "true."

 While Prosser's work exemplifies the applicability of affect studies to

 trans life, it also demonstrates the liability of treating affect as an explana

 tion for actions and identities. As he makes clear in Second Skins: The Body

 Narratives of Transsexuality (1998), the feelings associated with inhabiting

 the "wrong body" are the ones that have, in the manner Cvetkovich
 describes, formed the most accessible public narrative of transsexuality.

 Prosser vindicates the transsexual's desire to change sex by way of analyz

 ing and trusting the ways in which the body feels and responds to certain

 procedures of gender modification, or, conversely, by the lack of such

 responses. Responding to the widely held assumption that transsexuals

 are pathological at worst, or falsely conscious Cartesian dupes at best,
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 132 TRANSGENDER WITHOUT ORGANS?

 Prosser states his contention "that transsexuals continue to deploy the
 image of wrong embodiment because being trapped in the wrong body is

 simply what transsexuality feels like" (69). In this account, affect is not an

 expression of transsexuality but is, rather, the definitive condition of it.

 Prosser arrives at this formulation of affect via his interest in psychoanalyst

 Dider Anzieu's The Skin Ego, which holds that one's ego is a mental pro
 jection of what one feels (as the title suggests) through one's skin. Against

 those who believe that transsexuals are the worst kind of body/mind
 dualists, Prosser argues that a self who feels accommodated by the wrong

 body is already corporeal through and through: "Body image. ..clearly
 already has a material force for transsexuals" (69), insofar as the ego "is

 ultimately derived from bodily sensations" (65).

 This is a challenging formulation of affect insofar as it implies that

 feelings are generative rather than reflective, productive rather than deriv

 ative, and innovative rather than symptomatic of something less corpo

 real or more pathological. It is surprising, then, that Prosser thinks that

 affects "simply" (69) occur or are simply translated into the narratives and

 conventional procedures of gender modification. Aside from the point
 that living in the wrong body is certainly not "what transsexuality feels

 like" (69) for everyone, it is worth noting that no bodily sensation carries its

 own self-evident meaning or orders for action prior to our reformulating

 these affects into narratives. While the present essay is premised on
 Prosser's insistence that transsexuality is a matter of affect at least as much

 as it is a matter of certain procedures of gender transition, Prosser's defense

 of the wrong-body narrative runs the risk not only of settling on just one

 definition of the "right" trans affect, but also of figuring affect as an
 extremely personal phenomenon that has very little to do with others, or

 with places outside of one's (embodied) home.

 The role of Prosser's Freudianism, which trusts that one's psyche will

 speak through words or through one's signifying body, is obvious in his

 assumption that a wrong-body narrative is simply a verbal translation of a

 particular affect. Prosser comes dangerously close to suggesting that
 wrong-body narratives emanate from our skin without the effects of other

 people or places, or external ideas about gender. If Freud's taken-for

 granted equation of signification and affect allows the latter term to figure

 unproblematically in our analyses of desire, then it is entirely appropriate

 to turn to Deleuze and Guattari, whose complex oeuvre aims in part to

 formulate a specifically anti-Freudian theory of affect, to begin refiguring
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 CRAWFORD 133

 the relationship between affect and signification. As Freud and Prosser
 would have it, the formation of the self occurs when one creates a mental

 projection of the sensations one feels. Affects, for Deleuze and Guattari,

 operate in precisely the opposite way: they undo the subject "like weapons"

 (1987, 400): they "open a way out" (258) and mount a "counterattack"
 (400) to even our best attempts to settle on identities and desires. These

 dangerous bodily occurrences?"arrows," "weapons," and "projectiles"
 (400), as they are described?are not simply the raw or pre-verbal form of

 the emotions we know as love, envy, anger, or even the bodily uncanniness

 that inspires wrong-body narratives. Rather, for Deleuze and Guattari,

 these narratives of feelings are attempts to harness (and transform) the

 destructive quality of affect. As they write, "Affect is the active discharge

 of emotion, the counterattack, whereas feeling is an always displaced,

 retarded, resisting emotion" (400). As Bonta and Protevi note in Deleuze

 and Geophilosophy, affect is "the capacity to become" (2004, 50), whereas

 feeling is the reterritorialization of becoming, by means of coding and

 ultimately controlling it.

 Deleuze and Guattari insist vehemently on "an affectability that is no

 longer that of subjects," but has instead to do with crafting an "assem

 blage," and with relationships of "symbiosis" (1987, 258). In other words,

 if affects are generated by proximity, movement, and symbiosis with or

 between other organisms and environments?a style of relationality that

 threatens the borders of bodies and identities?why then are they
 recouped, tamed, and privatized in the name of the subject? This "dis
 placed" and "retarded" (400) harnessing of affect into feelings in fact con

 stitutes "subjectivization," the process through which affect is controlled

 in order to hold the subject together. For Deleuze and Guattari, affect is

 the body's capacity to undermine our best attempts at deciding on identities

 and selves. If, in this account, what we call feelings are quite far from
 bodily sensation, and are actually attempts to maintain the coherence of

 the subject, then perhaps Prosser is right to say that "being trapped in the

 wrong body is simply what transsexuality feels like" (1998, 69, emphasis
 mine). When Prosser claims that transsexual transition is a "coming home

 to the self through body" (83), he describes a spatial trajectory that is the

 opposite of Bonta and Protevi's gloss on deterritorialization: "the process

 of leaving home, of altering your habits, of learning new tricks" (2004,

 78), a series of exploits that sound much more like camp.
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 134 TRANSGENDER WITHOUT ORGANS?

 SMOOTH BODIES

 fanuary 2007, Edmonton, Alberta. In a fasp er Avenue bar connected to a Catholic

 church, I try to convince a pretty (and) brilliant architect that cities built on grids

 probably help us become straight, insofar as how we move must affect how we are

 moved, and that the comfortable feeling of knowing where our bodies are at all times

 might not in fact be a very queer feeling. His soused-up lecture on what was so radi

 cal, in the first instance, about the nonmimetic clean straight lines of modern architec

 ture will earn him footnotes later. For now, leaning back on the men's room toilet for

 a pause, I see his shoes, hear his gentleman's cough at the urinal. I think about him,

 and his girlfriend, who has reminded me of the excitement of a reciprocated crush.

 I will write about this crooked washroom moment and read it at our first drag

 king show at our one dank and lovely dyke bar? "the last of its kind in Canada, " the

 owner never fails to mention. There have been other shows in years past but nobody

 seems to know quite when, who, or what they were. "Smooth space does not have a

 long-term memory with all that that entails, so only microhistories are possible"

 (Bonta and Protevi 2004, 145).

 "You might be able to fill the [thirty] seats, " a friend says before the show, but

 the owner has to lock the door for the first time ever, when this remote back alley bar

 is almost triple its legal capacity, filled with enthralling people dressed for the occasion

 of the first drag king show they've ever seen. At intermission I bump into the archi

 tect and his girlfriend. "Yep, this is Edmonton, all right, " I think: nobody is avoid

 able and I almost always love this way in which rural accountability permeates our

 semi-urban space.

 A year later, I avoid the temptation to tell the architect that Sarah Ahmed

 (2006) argues in Queer Phenomenology that desire and affect are generated by our

 various habits of turning and directing the body, writing that "the etymology of

 (direct' relates to 'being straight' or getting 'straight to the point. ' To go directly is to

 follow a line without a detour, without mediation. Within the concept of direction is

 a concept of 'straightness. ' To follow a line might be a way of becoming straight, by

 not deviating at any point" (16). But I don't call the architect, or his girlfriend.

 Instead, I'll smile obliquely at their summer wedding as they walk down the narrow

 aisle, looking gorgeously aslant.

 Insofar as Deleuze and Guattari consider the affect of a body and its sur

 rounding environment to be mutually constitutive, it is not for rhetorical

 flourish alone that they continually employ geographical vocabulary and
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 CRAWFORD 135

 geo-oriented descriptions of the spaces in which affects occur, including

 their figure of the nomad who "clings to the smooth space left by the

 receding forest, where the steppe or the desert advances" (1987, 381). It's

 worth repeating that the word they use to denote the disruptive force of

 affect is "deterritorialization" (142). In his recent essay, "Space in the Age
 of Non-Place," Ian Buchanan notes that "deterritorialization names the

 process whereby the very basis of one's identity, the proverbial ground
 beneath our feet, is eroded, washed away like the bank of a river swollen

 by floodwater" (2005, 23). In this decidedly pastoral metaphor, Buchan

 an reminds us that, just as trans life seems to demand literal and figurai
 movement, so does Deleuze and Guattari's deterritorialization of the sub

 ject implicate both body and space. In this sense, the literal shapes we

 impose upon bodies, buildings, or hillsides are constitutive of how we
 will be able to move and be moved.

 If these nonurban motifs are not accidental, how might a kind of
 gender nomadism?of refusing home, of refusing the straightest and
 quickest path between two points?demand a reconfiguration of how we

 think and feel about space? Deleuze and Guattari's distinction between

 smooth and striated space suggests that, against any simple rural/urban

 dichotomy (which is itself instituted only through the boundary-tracing

 authority of the city), nomadic and radical ways of living with/in (or as)

 space can happen in any locale, including a rather rural city of a million

 dispersed people such as Edmonton. To think through the usefulness of
 this model of striated/smooth for trans relationships to space, I cite at

 length first Bonta and Protevi, then Deleuze and Guattari:

 Striated space is first griddled and delineated, then occupied, by the

 drawing of rigid lines that compartmentalize reality into segments,

 all controlled to a greater or lesser extent through a nested hierarchy

 of centers_Thus striated space, because it is composed of centers,

 is productive of remoteness, of the entire idea that there are places

 of more and of less importance. Striation imparts the "truth" that

 "place" is an immobile point and that immobility (dwelling) is

 always better than "aimless" voyaging, wandering, itinerancy, and

 of course nomadism_The city...is what allows the striation of a

 larger territory (Bonta and Protevi 2004, 154).

 Smooth space is precisely the space of the smallest deviation: there
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 136 TRANSGENDER WITHOUT ORGANS?

 fore it has no homogeneity, except between infinitely proximate

 points, and the linking of proximity is effected independently of any

 determined path. It is a space of contact, of small tactile or manual

 actions of contact, rather than a visual space.... Smooth space is a

 field without conduits or channels. A field, a heterogeneous smooth

 space, is wedded to a very particular type of multiplicity: nonmetnc,

 acentered, rhizomatic multiplicities that occupy space without

 "counting" it and can "be explored only by legwork." They do not

 meet the visual condition of being observable from a point in space

 external to them (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 371).

 With their coded roads, maps, and high straight buildings from which
 one might see the streets without moving, urban centers seem just what

 Deleuze and Guattari have in mind when they describe striated space.
 Perhaps their smooth or nomadic space may not be the random gay bars

 or drag shows to which one roves in a strange city, but instead, quite lit

 erally "a field" (371), the kind where rural queers might have first kisses

 or redneck trannies might roam, work, or play. In valorizing the work of

 Queer Nation, Lauren Berlant and Elizabeth Freeman suggest that this

 activist group succeeds in confounding the question of "where" the
 nation itself might be located; "it names," they say, "multiple locals and

 national publics; it does not look for a theoretical coherence to regulate

 in advance all of its tactics: all politics in the Queer Nation are imagined on

 the street" (Berlant and Freeman 1997, 151). This is all too true, insofar

 as Queer Nation s tactics (such as claiming the public space of a shopping

 mall to hand out pro-queer information) are achieved by using certain
 versions of publicity, by assuming the possibility of anonymity, and by

 imagining that "the street" somehow belongs and speaks to all queers.

 Indeed, to the disapproval of Deleuze and Guattari and their privileging
 of smoothness, this popular model of queer nationhood?and indeed, the
 very institution of the Pride Parade?assumes the presence of "street"

 (Berlant and Freeman 1997, 151) and its "direct" centrality to bent queer
 life.

 Interpreting Deleuze and Guattari's distinction of smooth and striat

 ed space as merely another way of saying rural and urban would be to

 oversimplify. To hick trannies for whom public transit is a mere abstrac

 tion, a space "explored only by legwork" (Deleuze and Guattari 1987,
 371) is concretely familiar. Likewise, while a field appears meticulously
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 CRAWFORD 137

 organized to a farmer, or a series of landmarks may function as striations

 for local residents, these people "are not necessarily forces for imparting"

 the effect of these markings "beyond their own neighbourhood" (Bonta

 and Protevi 2004, 154), as urban thinkers or planners might be. Insofar as

 the striation of space is not conducive to becoming, this imperative needs

 to be actively resisted. That which is striated is, by definition, not remote.

 Perhaps an overarching revaluing of the very concept of "remoteness" is

 required to rethink the value of the rural realm and the bodies that (choose

 to) assemble with/in it. If, for Deleuze and Guattari, "the body or assem

 blage in question is co-constituted along with the space it occupies"
 (Bonta and Proveti 2004,146), it is clear that where one lives and moves

 is more than a blank space into which subjects arrive fully formed; rather,

 choosing where to live and how to live with/in its spaces are technolo

 gies of the (undoing of the) subject, equally as much as those surgical and

 hormonal technologies we recognize more easily as body/gender modifi
 cation.

 The suggestion that we ought to roam and fuck with the grids and

 codes of striated spaces deterritorializes the valorization of city dwelling,

 ownership, and organized urban life that often accompany representa

 tions or expectations of trans life. Regarding space and movement as con

 stitutive of one's gender presupposes that, contra Prosser, gender identity

 is neither simply a matter of the psyche or the skin nor a way in which

 the subject ought to shore up his or her sense of body hominess. But, if
 our modes of moving and being moved are indeed so closely intertwined,

 what ethic of body modification does this reconsideration of remoteness

 and smooth spaces evoke? Significantly, Bonta and Protevi suggest that

 "we need to emphasize that striated (and smooth) can be features of non

 geographic assemblages (desire, music, and cloth, to cite examples from A

 Thousand Plateaus) and so are not restricted to spaces of interest to geo

 graphical pursuits at the scale of the human or the landscape" (2004, 155).

 In other words, given that processes of gender modification may also be

 smooth or striated, how do we engage in practices of body morphology

 that strive toward the smooth, that aim to deterritorialize the subject
 rather than settle it, to become a nomad rather than come "home to the

 self through body" (Prosser 1998, 83)? Conceiving of practices of body
 modification?including gender transition?as a move from one point to

 another by the straightest line possible seems antithetical to that project.

 To striate one's body (indeed, even to regard it as so discrete as to call it
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 138 TRANSGENDER WITHOUT ORGANS?

 that) into literal organs and imbue certain of these with a surplus of signi

 fying power also puts one at danger for codifying embodiment in a way
 that creates remoteness?both of parts of one's "own" body, affect itself,

 and also those bodies that live elsewhere and morph in different ways. If,

 instead, one prioritized traits over forms, movement over stasis, and
 smoothness over striation, gender modification would seem to be at its

 most deterritorializing when we are emphatically unconcerned with
 moving from one fixed point to another on the path of least distance and

 detour. In this sense, an ethics of mobility and spatiality is entailed in and

 illustrated by any ethics or practice of gender modification. If, by produc

 tively unsettling the geo-affective subject, we could create new potenti

 alities for the body, it follows that there is something lacking in our focus

 on reproducing existent bodies, in the very concept of transition, and in

 the increasingly coherent practices we pursue in transition's ubiquitously
 urban home.

 Hopefully the applicability of such ideas to rural trans life is becom

 ing clear. Many rural gender-fucking people find?in unconventional
 ways?unconventional allies, lovers, and mentors in their towns and vil

 lages, many of which don't even have geographically accessible hospitals,

 let alone the legion of certified psychiatrists, surgeons, and endocrinolo

 giste who preside over the processes of urban gender transition. What

 kind of phenomenon is "transgender" if it exists without hormones, sur

 gery, or the extensive medical documentation that accompanies these
 identifiably trans procedures? Deleuze and Guattari offer resistance to

 those who might assume such things impossible. In one of their more (in)

 famous plateaus, "How Do you Make Yourself a Body without Organs?"
 they speak explicitly about the dangers of reducing a body to a series of

 cooperative organs. Their phrase "body without organs," (abbreviated
 BwO in specialist literature) offers resistance to the notion of bodily
 integrity or unity and calls to mind the dynamic character of transgender

 bodies?even though its dispensing of a definitive bodily organization
 clashes with the aspirations of those trans people for whom the acquisi

 tion or removal or certain organs constitutes the authenticity of trans sub

 jectivity. While Deleuze and Guattari write of bodies and organs in
 general, their comments are especially resonant with surgical sex/gender

 modification. Imbuing certain parts of the body with certain meanings,
 what they call a focus on "part-objects," is "the approach of a demented

 experimenter who flays, slices, and anatomizes everything in sight, and
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 CRAWEORD 139

 then proceeds to sew things randomly back together again" (1987, 171).

 They contrast the part-object approach and its "fragmented body" (171)

 with the BwO by arguing that the latter neither presupposes an original

 unity, nor, more enigmatically, can be contained within one organism or

 controlled by one singular body. On this last point, they suggest that "it

 is not 'my' body without organs, instead the 'me' (moi) is on it, or what

 remains of me" (161). The BwO is infinitely unfinished, and it presumes

 that our environments move us as much as we move through them.

 There is nothing necessarily deterntorializing about the gender or

 body of someone who lives out this kind of transgender without organs.2

 That such a configuration of transgender is possible, however?where
 passing, nightlife, community, and transition seem or are impossible?
 reminds us that policing gender identity on the basis of medical proce

 dures also entails a policing of class, race, and a plethora of other cultural

 and bodily conditions, and also of location. Deterritorializing the system

 of subjectivity that would have us privilege certain organs and see the
 body as an integral whole (an idea that undermines trans life in the first

 instance) does not necessarily entail turning one's body into an assem
 blage of parts or series of seeming fragments, though this may well be

 involved. As Deleuze and Guattari note, functioning as a subject is neces

 sary to effect change: "You have to keep small supplies of significance
 and subjectification, if only to turn them against their own systems when

 the circumstances demand it" (1987, 160). Transgender and transsexual
 subjects clearly do and will continue to exist, and for good reason?but

 hopefully as a way to deterritorialize gender rather than settle it, to take

 apart their own habits and territories, to help us experiment rather than

 solve a problem, and to take us wayward rather than directly from one
 point to the next.

 IMPERCEPTIBLE TRANSGENDERS

 October 2007, Los Angeles, California. Like most rural kids I feel frantic here at

 first, compelled to take advantage of everything offered by a new strange city?lest I

 not make the most of this opportunity to travel. A few hours after the hotel concierge

 accepts my credit card, following a ten-minute conversation about how "strange it is

 you use Laura as a man's name in Canada!, " I visit the Los Angeles Holocaust

 Museum. I shuffle tentatively about the empty rooms until an older woman approach

 es me, introduces herself as a child survivor, and implores me to sit with her on a

 bench to hear her story. As she speaks about hiding with her parents in France, and
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 tells me what afine young man I am for coming to the museum, I think: How will I

 tell her my name if she asks? Might she consider the incongruence between my accep

 tance of her appellation, "young man, " and my self-naming as "Laura " to be duplic

 itous? I ask whether, as a child of nine years old, she had a sense of what was going

 on around her, as she and her mother hid in a non-Jewish household and snuckfood to

 her father, who lived in a cave nearby. Her response echoes one I have offered to oth

 ers, when trying to explain the perils and pleasures of my new urban transgender

 experiences: "Do you have any idea what it's like to never know what people are

 thinking when they look at you? To be afraid that you'll be found out?" A staff

 member announcing closing time abbreviates what might have been a considerably dif

 ficult and important conversation. Later that day, I stroll a nearly deserted Sunset

 Boulevard and pass an establishment called Dr. Tea's. An employee on the sidewalk

 offers me a sample cup and says, "Sir, I'm convinced you need some tea! "I sense he's

 not alone in that belief. But I don't quite agree. "Could what the drug user or mas

 ochist obtains also be obtained in a different fashion.. .so it would even be possible to

 use drugs without using drugs, to get soused on pure water? " (Deleuze and Guattari

 1987, 166).

 I think of the way in which "passing" is a void notion in a small town
 where everyone knows you, and I wonder if the way in which rural

 people are largely ignored by urban queer theory lets us experience some

 thing more exhilarating than passing: imperceptibility. Deleuze and Guat

 tari write: "What does becoming-imperceptible signify_A first response

 would be: to be like everyone else....After a real rupture, one succeeds...

 in being just like everyone else. To go unnoticed is by no means easy....

 it is an affair of becoming" (1987, 279).3

 If rural social lives occur in homes, backyards, and dark fields "rather

 than [in] a visual space" (371) like a city street, club, organization, or
 parade, we might ask ourselves a question that any urban postfl?neur
 hasn't been able to ask for some time: What is it like to remain unseen,

 both by urban-centered theories of queerness and by our culture at large?

 While this "indiscernibility" (279) may sound like the kind of gender
 illegibility proffered by some postmodern theories of gender, that sort of

 unreadability may well be the "too-much-to-be-perceived" (279) of
 which Deleuze and Guattari write, though visible excess of ambiguous

 gender undoubtedly has its own value. Instead, the imperceptible lies
 beneath notice but is still only "like" (280) everybody else. In this account,

 imperceptibility is something entirely different from being "in the clos
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 et," as rural queers are so often read. By seeing imperceptibility as some

 thing other than a stopover on the way to a satisfying queer life, this

 equation of imperceptibility and becoming disrupts the teleology of com

 ing out and transitioning. In so doing, Deleuze and Guattari offer a ver

 sion of imperceptible trans life (rather than passing) that rural (or otherwise

 seemingly invisible) trans people might find reassuring or galvanizing:

 that continually navigating one's imperceptibility, rather than seeking out

 places where one feels readable or acknowledged as transgender4 is not
 necessarily an unmitigated sign of self-loathing or the inability to move to

 a city; rather, it may be precisely this imperceptibility and lack of recogni

 tion that enables rural styles of transgender and the very different affects

 and lives that could be realized there?ones in which childhood vignettes

 do not add up to a narrative or to an adult, in which affects don't add up

 to a fully formed and settled subject, in which body parts and supposed

 bodily integrity are not cause for premature death, and where bodies that

 pass or bodies that are imperceptible each assemble in unexpectedly deter

 ritorializing fashion, if only on the way to the next stop, the next desire,

 the next gender, the next ... ?

 LUCAS CASSIDY CRAWFORD is pursuing a PhD m English and film studies at the

 University of Alberta in Edmonton and holds an MA in English from the

 University of Western Ontario and a BA from Saint Francis Xavier Uni

 versity. Lucas thanks the Trudeau Foundation, the Killam Foundation,
 and the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada for

 their generous support. Thanks to Susan Stryker, Ann Cvetkovich, Mark

 Simpson, and two anonymous peer reviewers for helpful comments on
 earlier drafts of this essay and to Dianne Chisholm and Cressida Heyes for

 their supervision and encouragement.

 NOTES

 1. While I use "transgender" as an umbrella term, I also understand the slippage

 between the terms "transgender," "transsexual," "gender-fucking," and even "queer"

 as an indication of the molecular, affective, unsettled and non-identity-politics ver

 sion of gender modification that I try to imagine in these pages. It is also worth noting

 that while these words may have very specific definitions and conventions in some
 communities, their meanings, and even their importance, vary from place to place.

 For instance, in a rural maritime village of a few hundred people?where technolo

 gies of transsexuality are unavailable or largely unaffordable (financially or otherwise),

 is the (urban?) distinction between transsexuality and transgender a difference that
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 bears on the lives of local gender-fuckers in the same way? Are these definitions yet

 more ways to organize gender?to craft a coherent grid of identities? I follow Prosser

 (1998), then, in regarding different practices of place, movement, and affect as equal

 ly (and, at times, more) constitutive of trans life as are discrete operations, hormone

 therapies, and passing.

 2. The pun here on genitals as "organs" relies on Deleuze and Guattari's "body

 without organs" (BwO), mentioned above, by which they hope to inspire an orienta

 tion to embodiment and assemblage that is not based on being a complete organism

 or focusing on "parts-objects" (1987, 171). Harnessing organs into an organism (or, in

 more useful words for this analysis, organizing body parts into a particular kind of

 coherent subject) would illustrate the kind of striation (centering, bringing home) of

 the body against which Deleuze and Guattari write, and which promotes the very

 sense of remoteness that marginalizes others genders and (their) locales. Therefore,

 while "organs" are not reducible to genitals, there are certainly particular orientations

 to (and practices of/with) genitals that may be more or less likely to strive towards the

 BwO. The question posed by the pun is, then, In what ways does the concept of
 transgender-without-organs demand that we rethink the centrality of sexual "organs"
 to gender?

 3. There is one paragraph in A Thousand Plateaus in which Deleuze and Guattari

 address transsexuality explicitly, to suggest the differences?but also the possible con

 nections?between transition and their phrase "becoming-woman": "What we term
 a molar entity is, for example, the woman as defined by her form, endowed with

 organs and functions and assigned as a subject. Becoming-woman is not imitating this

 entity or even transforming oneself into it. We are not, however, overlooking the
 importance of imitation, or moments of imitation, among certain homosexual males,

 much less the prodigious attempt at a real transformation on the part of certain trans

 vestites. All we are saying is that these indissociable aspects of becoming-woman must

 first be understood as a function of something else: not imitating or assuming the
 female form, but emitting particles that enter the relation of movement and rest, or

 the zone of proximity, of a microfemminity, in other words, that produce in us a
 molecular woman, create the molecular woman."

 Holding together this version of imperceptibility with transgender modes of
 passing offers a third way of interpreting the Deleuzian sense of "becoming-woman"

 (279), a phrase so easily either misunderstood as transsexuality or relegated to the

 realm of metaphor. If transgender passing has the potential to be a kind of Deleuzian

 imperceptibility, it is clear that their radical process of becoming-woman does, indeed,

 have everything to do with a literal form of gender transgression.

 4. This version of imperceptibility is revisited by Kelly Oliver (2001) in her

 argument for a postrecognition model of subjectivity in Witnessing: Beyond Recognition.

 In the following, she could remind rural trans people to be wary of political projects

 that take recognition by urbanit?s as our main goal. As she writes, "While it seems

 obvious that oppressed people may engage in struggles for recognition in response to

 their lack of recognition from the dominant culture, it is less obvious that recognition

 itself is part of the pathology of oppression and domination" (23).
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